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ABSTRACT
Employee commitment, productivity and retention issues are emerging as the most critical human
resource management challenges of the immediate future driven by employee loyalty concerns, corporate
restructuring efforts and tight competition for key talent. By the dictionary attrition is defined as the process of
reducing something's strength or effectiveness through sustained attack or pressure. In this article I worked
on reasons for Employee attrition and analyzed certain factors in depth to correlate them. I had used rank
correlation method and for data visualization I used pie charts. It helps reader to grab details quickly.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Employee Attrition representative steady loss and maintenance alludes to the speckled
policies and practices which let the laborers stay with a company for a long-drawn-out period
of your time. Each association endows time and cash to prep an auxiliary joiner, make him an
organization prepared material and pass on him at auxiliary the winning workers. The
association is absolutely at misfortune when the laborers leave of absence their work once
they're completely prepared. Worker wearing down and maintenance mulls over the mottled
measures taken all together that a private remains in an organization forward extreme period
of your time
Attrition rate is likewise regularly called as churn rate. A term regularly utilized by HR
experts to decide an organization's capacity to hold workers, attrition rate is progressively
utilized in the showcasing scene as a figure that focuses to the organization's capacity to hold
representatives or to extend the quantity of new workers important to keep up the norm,
representing churn or employee attrition.
Understanding the phenomenon of attrition
Attrition is the decrease in workers in an association because of retirement, abdications and
passing’s. Frequently, wearing down and turnover are utilized conversely. Wearing down
might be willful and automatic. Deliberate attrition includes functional and dysfunctional
attrition. Functional attrition is the exit of good performers. Representatives who leave an
association on their own prudence are instances of deliberate attrition. It is the deliberate and
useful wearing down, which influences the exhibition, makes expenses to the association and
is troublesome to the normal working of the associations.
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About Toyota:Toyota is headquartered in Toyota City, Aichi and in Tokyo. Rather than vehicle Toyota
likewise offers budgetary types of assistance through its division Toyota Financial Services
and furthermore assembles robots for various ventures. Toyota Motor Corporation its money
related administrations and Toyota Industries all together structure the main part of the
Toyota Group and perhaps the biggest combination on the planet.
Toyota is overall renowned and notable organization in light of their top notch fabricated
vehicles, Toyota is doing well indeed and becoming exceptionally quick all inclusive they
have their activities, producing offices and important faithful clients everywhere throughout
the world. The new innovation hybrid in Toyota vehicles gave another pride to Toyota and
the deals of Toyota going up step by step. In most recent couple of years Toyota got number
one in car industry and turned into a main in for the most part selling their vehicles around
the world.
Toyota items were popular worldwide and they had when they believed they probably won't
have the option to satisfy the need of clients however they were selling as typical everyday
practice and increment the creation with immense volumes and speed up. Reached and begun
working with more providers for various parts which they are use to purchase from various
providers. Toyota Executives and Mr. Akio Toyoda had a solid inclination that working with
new and more providers may give a terrible effect for their quality and they probably won't
have the option to control well. They had occupied and appeal for their vehicles as opposed
to discovering great answer for adapt this circumstance they didn't go for additional options
like booking, reservation for vehicles as opposed to doing this they gave center around quick
development.
Objectives:1. To understand the prominence attached to worker steady loss in the interior the association.
2. To review the Strategies utilized by the business to hold the effective worker.
3. To take mind of the kindness of the corporate and gratify the laborer.
4. To study employee recognition on maintenance procedures in order to downsize whittling
down proportion.
Need for the study:Recruiting is anything but a basic procedure: The HR Professional first class out few people
from a massive pool of ability, conducts initial interviews and sooner or afterward forwards it
to the particular line administrators who further screen them to gauge whether they are fit for
the association or not. Selecting the best possible applicant might be a period incontrollable
procedure. It is basic for the association to keep in mind the exquisite employees
demonstrating potential. Every association needs thorough hand capable workers who can
truly start with something artistic and extraordinary. No association can remain alive if all the
most elevated actor quit. It's essential for the association to hold those workers who truly
bring to bear and are irreplaceable for the framework. The organization should cognize the
differentiation between a prized specialist and a worker who doesn't make commitments lots
to the organization two. Sincere determinations must be made to bring your spirits the
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laborers up in request that they remain cheerful inside the ebb and flow association and don't
scan for a change. Worker guises for an alter when his activity goes out to be monotonous
and doesn't offer anything new. It's essential for everyone to appreciate whatever he
guarantees. The duties must be appointed reliable with the person's specialization and
interests. It's the ordinary jobs of the group head to allot stimulating works to his colleagues
for them to appreciate work and don't regard it as a weight. Execution surveys are significant
to search out whether the laborers are extremely glad for their work or not. Relentless
disputes among representatives give confidence hem to go for a change. Conflict must be
kept away from to deal with the appropriateness of the place and abstain from spreading
pessimism around. Endorse activities which bring the personnel closer. Compose open air
picnics, relaxed get together for the laborers to comprehend each other better and make
stronger the bond in the center of them
2. Research methodology:Research design is that the conceptual structure within which research is conducted it
constitutes the blueprint for the gathering, measurement and analysis of knowledge. This
project uses the descriptive sort of research design which describes the characteristics
of group, individual or a situation
An evocative study involves the ensuing steps:
1. Formulate the objectives of the study
2. Important the population and select the sample.
3. Designing the tactic of knowledge collection.
4. Study of the info.
5. End to end advice for further development within the practices.
SAMPLING DESIGN
An example configuration might be a certain plan for getting an example from a given
populace. It alludes to the modus operandi or the method the scientist would receive in
choosing things for the example
SAMPLING UNIT
An examining unit must be categorical before choosing test. Examining unit could likewise
be geological one like state, region, town, etc. or a development unit like a level, house, etc.
or it's going to be an entity like a family, club, school, etc. or it's leaving to be a private.
During this the example unit is that the assembling activities HARSHA TOYOTA MOTORS
LIMITED
SAMPLING SIZE
This discussion about to the measure of things to be chosen from the universe to comprise an
example. The dimensions of test should nor be too much enormous, nor excessively little. It
ought to be ideal. A best sample is one which fulfill the needs of capability,
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representativeness, consistency and pliability. From the whole number of workers 100 are
chosen for this undertaking
SOURCES OF DATA:
PRIMARYDATA
Essential information is that, the data that is gathered for the essential time by the analyst.
The main data are gathered with exact set of goal to gauge the existent status of any factor
contemplated. Essential information is of assistance only specific age.
SECONDARYDATA
Optional information are again and again interior or outside. The minor data has been
balanced from diaries, course readings, magazines, web and so on
3. DATA ANALYSIS INTERPRETATION:
Classification of the respondents based on their DISSATISFACTION FACTOR
S.no

Dissatisfaction factor

No of respondents

No of respondents %

1

Work Pressure

8

8

2

Work Environment

17

17

3

Shifts

25

25

4

Pay Structure

42

42

8

8

100

100

5

Interpersonal Relationships
Total

42
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

25
17
8

8

Series1
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INTERPRETATION:
The above template shows that the majority of employees leaving organization due to
unbalanced pay scales and work shifts.
Classification of the respondents based on their MAIN REASON for leaving TOYOTA
MOTORS LTD
S.no Reasons
No of respondents
No of respondents %
1

Health Conditions

14

14

2

Family Issues

10

10

3

Career growth

15

15

4

Monetary Benefits

10

10

5

Higher Education
Total

11

11

100

100

16
14
12
10

8
6

15

14
10

4

10

11

Monetary
Benefits

Higher
Education

2
0
Health
Conditions

Family Issues Career growth
No of respondents

INTERPRETATION:
The above template shows that the majority of employees leaving organization due to less
career growth and poor health conditions.
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Classification of respondents based on their FREEDOM TO CONVEY PROBLEMS
S.No

Freedom

No. of respondents

1

Yes

75

75

2

No

25

25

100

100

Total

%of respondents

No. of respondents
80
70
60
50
40

No. of respondents

30
20
10
0
Yes

no

INTERPRETATION:
The above template shows that the majority of employees leaving organization due to they
are unable to convey their problems to higher authorities.
Classification of respondents based on their JOB STRESS
S.no

Level of Attitude

No of respondents

No of respondents %

1

Strongly Agree

7

7

2

Agree

63

63

35

25

5

5

3

Neutral

4
Disagree
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Strongly Disagree
Total

0

0

100

100

70
60
50
40
63

30
20

35

10
7

0

Strongly Agree

5
Agree

Neutral

Disagree

0
Strongly
Disagree

No of respondents

INTERPRETATION:
The above template shows that the majority of employees leaving organization due to high
job stress which in turn shows that poor man power management.
Classification of the respondents based on their MOTIVATION
S.no

No of respondents %

1

Level of Attitude
Highly Satisfied

No. of respondents
10

2

Satisfied

25

25

3

Neutral

22

22

35

35

4

10

Dissatisfied
5

Highly Dissatisfied
Total
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No. of respondents
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

No. of respondents

INTERPRETATION:
The above template shows that the majority of employees leaving organization due to lack of
motivation as it cold be financial, mental support. Employee retention is poor.
Classification of respondents based on their APPRAISAL
S.no

Level of Attitude

No of respondents

No of respondents %

1

Highly Agree

5

5

2

Agree

15

15

3

Neutral

23

23

20

20

4
5

Disagree
highly Disagree
Total
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No of respondents
40
35
30
25
20
No of respondents

15
10
5
0
Highly
Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

highly
Disagree

INTERPRETATION:
The above template shows that the majority of employees leaving organization due to
appraisal is false and most of them are getting performance appraisals as per their hardwork.
Classification of the respondents based on their BASIC NEEDS
S.no

No of respondents %

1

Level of Attitude
Highly Satisfied

No. of respondents
3

2

Satisfied

37

37

3

Neutral

55

55

5

5

4

3

Dissatisfied
5

8
Highly Dissatisfied
Total
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No. of respondents
60
50
40
30
20
10

No. of respondents

0

INTERPRETATION:
The above template shows that the majority of employees are not leaving organization due to
their basic needs are satisfied and most of them are break even.
Findings1) Local issue is the essential purpose behind leaving TOYOTA MOTORS LTD.
2) Pay structure is the most disappointing characteristic of the activity at TOYOTA
MOTORS LTD.
3) The fundamental explanation behind the individual's send-off the association is a
work development.
4) Here is an opportunity to pass on your issues to top-level administration.
5) The advancements in TOYOTA MOTORS LTD are expertise based.
6) TOYOTA MOTORS LTD gives satisfactory recreational offices to the
representatives
7) Here is the more remaining task at hand at TOYOTA MOTORS LTD. It very well
may be inferred that more remaining tasks at hand can cause worry among the
representatives.
Suggestions:
1)
Pay rates, medical advantages, running proper environmental factors, and
advancement prospects must be progressively forceful based on the authoritative fiscal
position.
2)
Not very many representatives are cushy with their blessing income. Most of them
have the conclusion that a low salary is their difficulty in their association. So the enterprise
is proposed to offer pay, which fulfills its workforce in any event to a couple of degrees.
3)
Numerous representatives recommend improving working environmental factors and
worker inspiration in the overview. So the association must offer enthusiasm to the
components which it can improve itself inside.
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4)
Despite the fact that the staff is happy about their assignment nature, it is
distinguished in the investigation that numerous workers pick to exchange their activity
because of an absence of their development openings in their procedure. So the partnership
can search for a couple of Innovative advances to bring down their weakening level by
methods for providing development openings.
5)
Recruiting competitors with the correct undertaking capabilities and conduct
capacities will improve the odds for a superior activity match and in this way enhance
profitability.
4. CONCLUSION:
Attrition is considered to be one of the biggest defies of all industries. The study
shown that attrition not only affects the production but also represents substantial
costs to the organization. Most employees leave their work for reasons other than
money i.e., they give importance to factors like working condition, job satisfaction,
and job stress and also for the opportunities that sanction them to use and develop
their skills.
To Conclude I would like to say that organizations should improve
employee morale; maintain a competitive edge; listen to employee ideas; never mock
them.
Offer performance feedback and praise good efforts and results.
2. Implement organizational culture measurement tools.
3. Recognize and celebrate their success.
4. Communicate goals, roles and responsibilities
1.
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